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The biggest love 

John 15:13 
 

“Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.” 

 

This week all over the world known as Christian the native, time of 

love, time of peace is commemorated among all, changes of gifts and 

a lot of festivities. 

But I would like to share something on this feeling that is in the air: 

the love. 

Have one been speaking a lot and in this time much more than in 

every other day of the year, but will it be that we have same lover 

the other ones? Will it be that I love even that what is near from me? 

If we walk for the streets of our cities, we will see people played by 

the songs, without family, without food, without care, without friends. 

Abandoned and alone in a world with six billion people. Where is the 

love? What difference does he make in our life? Will it be that these 

people know this feeling? 

If we continue our walk, we will see people that surrender to the 

drugs, to the prostitution, to the promiscuity and the alcohol, in a 

desperate attempt to fill out the emptiness of the soul. 

What difference has Christ's arrival been making to the world? What 

difference has his death been making in my life? After all, the native 

is not the commemoration of Christ's birth? 

All of the years it is the same thing. We say that it is time of love, but 

in my head I only see questions, because the reality that I see is very 

distant than the love preaches. I would like that Jesus really make 

difference, because it went to this that He came. 

A lot of love until it has been demonstrated, but nobody 

demonstrated larger love than Him. 

Christ left everything, the whole comfort that had in the skies and 

adoration that He received to live among us. Was it humiliated and so 

that? So that today I could give presents to the other ones? No! 
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Jesus came, he lived among the men and he died because he wanted 

to transform the world, to change the history. And He will change 

your history if you leave. So that this change happens is enough you 

to receive him, don't like crucified Christ, but as the Messiah that 

loved him, he died and he resurrected so that you lived. 

Jesus wants to do difference in you. For Him he doesn't make 

difference your religion, he wants to do of you image and similarity of 

the Father. As well as you it was created. 

 

 

See you! 
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